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Data

Discussion

Main Question

Unified feature theories: consonants and vowels are both
defined via [lab], [cor], [dor] (Clements & Hume 1995 a.o.)
• Disjoint feature theories: consonants are as above, but vowels
are [±back], [±round], etc. (Halle, Vaux & Wolfe 2000,
Ní Chiosáin & Padgett 1993 a.o.)
•

Introduction
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a. ʔuk͡p ‘Australia’
c. ɔŋ͡m ‘bee’
e. xɔk͡p ‘to cry’
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Representation based on Clements & Hume 1995
• Cross-category place agreement ignores intermediate C- or
V-place nodes; looks for presence of [labial] (e.g.) directly
• Also necessary for faithfulness: cross-category IdentPlace
•

Background
Vietnamese (and Aghem, see Hyman 1979, Danis 2017) show
cross-category consonant-to-vowel agreement:
Roundedness on the vowel causes full consonantal labial closure
on the agreeing consonant
• Unattested with simple consonants outside of palatalization
(Padgett 2011, Halle, Vaux & Wolfe 2000)

Table 2: Rhyme restrictions in Vietnamese
(summarized from Kang, Phạm & Storme

Operates over input/output correspondence ℜio.
• Necessary to capture place demotion in Mumuye, Noni: /k͡p/ →
[kʷ] (labial C-place in the input is realized as labial V-place in
the output)
•

Within-category (WC)
V-to-C (VC) ✓/e/ → [u] / _ w (Kabardian)
C-to-V (CV) ✓/T/ → [Tʲ] / _ i, e (Russian)

Cross-category (XC)

Table 3: Cross-category faithfulness allows place demotion in /k͡p/

Cross-Category Agreement
AgreeXPlace
⟨•1, •2⟩ / (•1ℜadj•2) ∧ ((•1 ↓ [dor]) ⊕ (•2 ↓ [dor])) +
⟨•1, •2⟩ / (•1ℜadj•2) ∧ ((•1 ↓ [lab]) ⊕ (•2 ↓ [lab])) +
⟨•1, •2⟩ / (•1ℜadj•2) ∧ ((•1 ↓ [cor]) ⊕ (•2 ↓ [cor]))
—
“Assign a violation for each pair of adjacent segments ⟨•1, •2⟩ that have a disparity in dorsal place, and for each with a disparity in labial place, and for each
with a disparity in coronal place anywhere in the geometry.”
• = root node, ↓ = general dominance
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Conclusion
Both [okʷ] and [ok͡p] satisfy AgreeXPlace; V-place markedness
rules out [okʷ] (see supplement or Danis 2017 for full constraint set
and ranking)
AgreeXPlace
AgreeCPlace
AgreeVPlace

•

Table 1: Summarized typology of Padgett 2011

Under a spreading analysis, [round] cannot spread to become
[labial] without additional restructuring rules
• Under an agreement (feature-changing) analysis, a constraint can
be formulated, but there is a missed parallelism between
AgreeXPlace and an isomorphic faithfulness constraint
IdentXPlace
•

IdentXPlace:

2016)

Analysis

Processes unique to labial-velar stops [k͡p ɡ͡b] provide evidence for
unified place features: consonants and vowels share major place
features [coronal], [dorsal], and [labial].
New definition of Place Agreement proposed:

b. *ok
d. *ak͡p, *ek͡p

Pattern best captured with unified place features. Assuming disjoint
features:

*KPTC
*KV
IdentXPlace
IdentCPlace
IdentVPlace
*PV
*KPC

To what extent to are the places of articulation of vowels and consonants defined by the same set of phonological features?

Vietnamese dorsal consonants show restricted distribution in coda
position (from Phạm 2006: 115, see also Thompson 1965, Kirby
2011):

/ok/
a. ok * * **
b. okʷ
* *
c. ok͡p
** **

✓/ɨ/ → [u] / p, m_
(Mapila Malayalam)

/•

✓/k/ → [tʃ] / _ i (Slovak)
*/k/ → [p] / _ u (Unattested)

V-pl

•1 place
V-Pl ↓ [lab], V-Pl ↓ [dor]
V-Pl ↓ [lab], V-Pl ↓ [dor]
V-Pl ↓ [lab], V-Pl ↓ [dor]

•2 place
C-Pl ↓ [dor]
C-Pl ↓ [dor], V-Pl ↓ [lab]
C-Pl ↓ [lab], C-Pl ↓ [dor]

•/

/ok/ → [ok͡p]
→
[•

•]

C-pl

V-pl

C-pl

[lab] [dor] [dor]

[lab] [dor] [lab] [dor]

Figure 1: Dorsal [k] sprouts a labial C-place feature to agree with labial V-place feature
on round vowel [o]

Labial-velars in Vietnamese show cross-category place
agreement, providing evidence that vowels and consonants are
defined by the same set of place features.
• Agreement analysis is supported by parallel faithfulness
processes of place demotion.
•
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